PAIRING TO BLUETOOTH CELL PHONE
1. First pair the earbuds with the Bluetooth transmitter (refer to PAIRING TO BLUETOOTH DEVICE section).
2. Turn on the Bluetooth headphones by pressing the multifunction button for 1 second, the announcement “Power ON” will sound and the blue light will begin to flash quickly.
3. Activate the Bluetooth function of the cell phone, to search for the Bluetooth devices.
4. Approximately after 2 seconds after “Power ON”, search for “Tzumi-Headphones”. The announcement “Pairing” will sound as blue and red lights will flash instantly. Next, select “Tzumi-Headphones” in the device list displayed.
5. Only for some electronic devices: Press “yes” or “enter” key to confirm the successful pairing.
6. After the successful connection, the blue light of the headphones will flash every 8 seconds.

PAIRING TO OTHER BLUETOOTH DEVICES
This earbuds can set up connection with two Bluetooth devices at the same time (at most), and one of the connections is for hands-free profile (hfp).
1. First pair the earbuds with the Bluetooth transmitter (refer to PAIRING TO BLUETOOTH CELL PHONE section).
2. Switch off the Bluetooth transmitter.
3. Pair and connect the earbuds with Bluetooth cell phone (refer to PAIRING TO BLUETOOTH CELL PHONE section).
4. Switch on the transmitter again, and the transmitter will automatically initiate the connection to the earbuds.

FAQ’s (continued)
Q: Why can’t I turn the headset on?
A: Make sure your device is fully charged before using it for the first time. Your device can not be turned on if battery level is very low. Refer to Charging the Earbuds section of the manual.

EARBUDS CONTROLS
Making and receiving calls
You can use your earbuds in various ways for handling calls.
Answer call: Press
End a call: Press
Reject call: Press and hold for 2 seconds
Redial last call: Quickly press 2 times

Listening to music
Play music: Press
Pause/resume music: Press
Go to next song: Press and hold +
Go to previous song: Press and hold −
Power ON/OFF: Press and hold

Changing the volume
When needed, adjust the volume by pressing the keys (up) or (down) during a call or when listening to music.